Abstract

Rankings of many kinds have proliferated and attracted much scholarly attention over the past three decades. We are interested specifically in rankings of individuals within organizations (e.g., CEOs, coaches). These present a particular puzzle. These rankings are typically framed as ability assessments, but actor ability is known to be difficult to assess in organizational contexts. Evaluators may look first to organizational performance measures, for instance, but such measures only partially indicate an individual’s ability. Evaluators are accordingly known to look to quite indirect measures (gender, cultural similarities) as they attempt to solve this challenging evaluation problem. In the face of these difficulties, we point to working relationships that evaluators have with ranked actors as a rich and underexplored source of information that may shape the rankings process. We focus on a central aspect of such relationships, which is the process of expectation setting and fulfillment. We ask two questions: what kinds of information from this process will evaluators attend to, and how will that information enter into rankings. Regarding the former, we expect evaluators to look beyond the simple yes-or-no test of whether expectations are fulfilled. We propose that evaluators will look broadly and so also consider the clarity with which expectations are set as well as the precision with which they are fulfilled. Regarding the “how” question, we of course expect that strong results will directly influence actors’ rank. But, we also expect an indirect effect, such that success in the more ‘local’ expectations process will increase the weighting that evaluators place on positive ‘global’ (organizational) performance outcomes. We test and find support for these ideas in the context of rankings of CEOs, and discuss contributions to work on rankings.
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